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**Open Access Publishing Seminar: November 17th, GP V714, 10-11am**

You are invited to the Open Access Publishing Seminar (incl. morning tea).

**Location:** GP V714  
**Date:** 17th November 2010  
**Time:** 10am – 11am  
**Presenter:** Paula Callan, QUT eResearch Access Coordinator

This session will give an overview of the various options available for providing Open Access, it will introduce some reputable open access publishers (e.g. BioMed Central, PLoS, Hindawi) and explain the financial support available from QUT Library to cover the cost of article processing fees for articles published by 'Gold' Open Access journals.

Find out the answers to these questions:

- What is Open Access?
- How does it benefit the author?
- What should I be looking for in a publisher?

Please register at [http://libcat.qut.edu.au/record=g1000221](http://libcat.qut.edu.au/record=g1000221)

**QUT ePrints Competition: submit your story before November 30th, 2010**

**Three $50 vouchers to be won**

*Vouchers for Beadsles or Merlo's*

**Category 1:** For QUT eprints 'Veterans'. That is, authors who started depositing full-text publications in QUT ePrints before 2010. The winner will be the author who has deposited the most full-text items between the beginning of International Open Access Week (18th October) and the 30th November 2010.

**Category 2:** For New Depositors. That is, authors who started depositing full-text publications in 2010. The winner will be the author who has deposited the most full-text publications between 18 October 2010 (the beginning of International Open Access Week) and 30 November 2010.

**Category 3:** Best QUT ePrints Stories. Describe how QUT ePrints has helped your research. Eg has your citation rate increased? Has an eprint record resulted in you being contacted by potential collaborators, prospective HDR students, the media, industry or members of the public?

For Category 3, please submit your stories to Janet Baker [j2.baker@qut.edu.au](mailto:j2.baker@qut.edu.au) before Tuesday 30 November 2010.

**QUT repositories are indexed by**

![Google Scholar](image)

**Disciplines:** Biogeoscience, Cell & Molecular Biosciences, Medical Sciences and Pharmacy

**Total number of articles**

**19386**
SciVerse Hub

SciVerse Hub is a discovery layer that allows researchers to perform advanced searches across SciVerse ScienceDirect and SciVerse Scopus content, and web content.

SciVerse integrates the familiar content from ScienceDirect, Scopus and web content with the forward-looking, community-developed applications that enrich and expand content value. Access via http://www.library.qut.edu.au/db/5578/

IMgateway : short-term trial until November 22nd, 2010

IMgateway is the only web based solution for Australia that integrates both complementary and conventional medicine content.

It is also the only Integrative Medicine portal for health professionals and consumers in Australia.

You feedback is important to us, please send your feedback to n.prasolova@qut.edu.au

Britannica Image Quest : short-term trial until November 30th, 2010

Britannica Image Quest has approximately one million images from 43 collections and over the coming months will be increasing to two million images plus video content. Several Australian and New Zealand collections will also be added.

You can search by subject, provider or key word or a combination of these. Please access the Guided Tour and Help links on the site for further detail regarding searching and options.

You feedback is important to us, please send your feedback to n.prasolova@qut.edu.au

Growing Knowledge : The Evolution of Research at British Library web-site

Growing Knowledge : The Evolution of Research <http://www.growingknowledge.bl.uk/> is an exhibition at the British Library showcasing innovative research tools.

There are seven videos of presentations about the changing face of research and a web page with links to online tools that may be useful. But the best bit is the Start researching section which has links to some wonderfully interesting research projects.

Check out the brain mapping and timescapes, but there are lots of other things to amuse.

Nature Network: A community for scientists

Collaboration is core to research in science, technology and medicine. Online social media sites therefore present great opportunities for researchers to obtain a wider audience of potential collaborators than ever before. Nature Network shows how only a single platform is needed for scientists to connect, discuss and disseminate information to communities of researchers they may not have otherwise encountered.
Web of Science (Thomson Reuter) 1980-1991: now available

QUT Library has purchased the back-file to Thomson Reuters Web of Science for the years 1980-1991 inclusive. You will now see when you do a search of Web of Science you can select from 1980 to 2010. Access Web of Science via [link]

New Electronic Products: available from January 2010

QUT Library is very happy to be able to provide access to the following new electronic products relevant to the disciplines:

Nature Archive
Provides permanent online access to all issues of Nature from 1987-1996. (Our current subscription to Nature is from 1997-.) Access to the extended journal backfile will be via a Journal Title search of the QUT Library Catalogue soon after the extended archive has been purchased.

The New England Journal of Medicine
Provides online access to all issues of The New England journal of medicine from 1945-1989. (Our current subscription to The New England Journal of Medicine is from 1990-) Access to the extended journal backfile will be via a Journal Title search of the QUT Library Catalogue soon after the extended archive has been purchased.

New Ebooks/Ebook collections: available from January 2010

QUT Library is very happy to be able to provide access to the following new electronic books and ebook collections relevant to the disciplines:

Oxford Scholarship Online Biology Collection: All years till end 2009: 77 titles
Oxford Scholarship Online Biology Collection: Financial Year 09/10: 23 titles
Oxford Scholarship Online Biology Collection: Financial Year 10/11: 21 titles
More information about the Oxford Scholarship Online Biology Collection including a link to a Title list is available at [link]

Additional new journal subscriptions for 2011

QUT Library will subscribe from 2011 to the following new journals. Access will be via a Journal Title search of the QUT Library catalogue.

Journal of Visualized Experiments (JoVE): Available online only. JoVE is a video journal for biological research. More information at [link]
Current Protocols Essential Laboratory Techniques: Available via Wiley Online Library
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Education: Available via Wiley Online Library
Cleantech Magazine: Published by Cleantech Investor: Available online and in print.